Session 1:
Population responses to environmental change / Population and vulnerability
Wednesday June 15, 11.30 – 15.45
Session organiser: Allan Findlay

UNDERSTANDING POPULATION, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL VULNERABILITIES: THE BENEFITS OF COMMUNITY BASED RESEARCH IN RURAL UGANDA
Ellen Percy Krafy, Colgate University, Dr. Birungi Muhairwe, Rukwatare, Kwinti Community Hospital, Frank Frey, Colgate University, Peter Scull, Colgate University

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE, ADAPTATION AND HUMAN RESILIENCE: CONTRASTING POPULATION RESPONSES IN MALAWI
Chiroro, C. and Findlay, A.M. Centre for Environmental Change and Human Resilience, Department of Geography, School of the Environment, University of Dundee

INTERNAL MIGRATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN UK
Allan Findlay, University of Sussex, UK

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE, VULNERABILITY AND HUMAN MOBILITY
Allan Findlay and David McCollum Geography, School of the Environment, University of Dundee, Dundee, UK, Jakub Bijak and Guy Abel, School of Social Sciences, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

POPULATION VULNERABILITY AND RESILIENCE TO WILDFIRES
Fantina Tedim, Faculty of Arts, University of Porto, Portugal

HOUSING FORECLOSURE IN A POPULATION VULNERABILITY CONTEXT
L. Brown, Ohio, USA

Session 2: Changing family formations and mobility
Wednesday June 15, 11.30 – 17.00
Session organiser: Olle Stjernström

FAMILY STRUCTURE AND RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY IN THE METROPOLITAN REGION OF BARCELONA
Cristina López i Villanueva, Departament De Teoria Sociològica, Filosofia Del Dret I Metodologia De Les Ccss, Isabel Pujadas I Rúbies and Jordi Bayona, Departament de Geografia Humana, Universitat de Barcelona

GEOGRAPHY AND PARTNER CHOICE: HOW FAR DO SWEDES GO TO FIND THEIR PARTNER?
Karen Haandrikman, Department of Human Geography, Stockholm University

MOVING DESIRES, ACTUAL MOVES AND PARTNER DISAGREEMENTS. A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
Rory Coulter, Maarten van Ham, Peteke Feijten, Centre for Housing Research, University of St Andrews

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF FAMILY LIFE AFTER DIVORCE
Wilma Bakker, Lia Karsten, and Clara Mulder, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam Institute for Social Sciences Research (AISSR)

THE INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF HOMEOWNERSHIP IN EUROPE
Annika Smits, University of Amsterdam & Clara H. Mulder, University of Groningen

MOBILITY AMONG CHILDREN IN SWEDEN WITH SEPARATED PARENTS
Andreas Raneke, Statistics Sweden

LOCAL TIES AND FAMILY MIGRATION
Clara H. Mulder, University of Groningen and Gunnar Malmberg, Umeå University

MIGRATION BEHAVIOR AMONG SEPARATED PARENTS – THE CASE OF SWEDEN
Olle Stjernström, Umeå University

Session 3: Segregation
Wednesday June 15, 11.30 – 16.15
Session organiser: John Östh, Eva Andersson, Bo Malmberg

INTRODUCING EQUIPOP
John Östh, Uppsala University, Social and Economic Geography dept, Bo Malmberg, Stockholm University, Dept of Human Geography, Eva Andersson, Stockholm University, Dept of Human Geography

TEST FOR SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION
Henrik Holmberg and Erling Lundevall, Department of Statistics, Umeå university
Recent Trends of the Female Labour Force in the Romanian Urban Environment

Alexandru Banica, Romanian Academy, Iași Branch, Colective of Geography, Marinela Istrate, Faculty of Geography and Geology, Department of Geography, “Al. I. Căţa” University, Iași

A Local Analysis of Ethnic Group Population Trends and Projections for the UK

Paul Norman, Phil Rees, Pia Wohland & Peter Boden, School of Geography, University of Leeds

Contact or Isolation? The Effects of Segregation on Votes for Xenophobic Parties

Bo Malmberg, Stockholm University, Dept of Human Geography, John Östh, Uppsala University, Social and Economic Geography dept, Per Strömblad, Institute for Future Studies

The Dialectic Between International Migration and New Forms of Segregation in Spanish Metropolitan Areas

Dolores Sanchez-Aguilera, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain and Petros Petsimeris Université Paris 1 Panthéon –Sorbonne, France

From Census to Grids: Comparing Gridded Population of the World with Swedish Census Records

Ola Hall, Department of Human Geography and Economic Geography, Lund University and Emille Stroh, Labmedicin Skåne, Arbets- och miljömedicin, Skånes Universitetssjukhus, Lund

Session 4: Mobility and Internal Migration

Wednesday June 15, 11.30 – 17.30

Regional Determinants of Inter-Regional Labour Migration Flows in Chile

Francisco Roye and Martin Bell, Queensland Centre for Population Research, School of Geography, Planning and Environmental Management, University of Queensland, St. Lucia, Queensland, Australia

Social Protection for Rural-Urban Migrants in China: The Challenge of Mobility and Multi-Local Identities

Yu Zhu and Liyue LIN, School of Geography/Centre for Population and Development Research, Fujian Normal University, Fuzhou, Fujian Province, China

Triggers of Return Migration

Jan Amcoff and Thomas Niedomysl, Institute for Futures Studies, Sweden

The Determinants of the Choice of Location Among Young Adults – Evidence from Sweden

Sofia Tano, Department of Economics, Umeå University, Umeå, Peter Berck, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Policy, University of California, Berkeley, Olle Wetterlund, Department of Economics, The Ageing and Living Conditions Program, Umeå University, Umeå

The Relative Importance of Migrant Status, Other Personal Characteristics and Place in Influencing Career Progression in England and Wales, 1991-2001

Tony Champion, Newcastle University, Mike Coombes, Newcastle University, Ian Gordon, London School of Economics

For Whose Sake Do Couples Relocate? Gender, Career Opportunities and Couples’ Internal Migration in Sweden

Maria Brandén and Sara Ström, Department of Sociology, Stockholm University Demography Unit

Moving Versus Staying: The (Im)Mobility of Swedish Dental School Graduates

Melissa Kelly, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Uppsala University

“Perhaps I Should Expect Him to Walk, But It’s Hard Isn’t It?” Connecting People to Everyday Travel Behaviour.

Colin Pooley, Lancaster Environment Centre, Lancaster University, et al.

The Social Fallacy of Long-Distance Commuting

Erika Sandow, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University, Sweden

Does the Internet Encourage People to Move? An Exploratory Study of Swedish Young Adults’ Migration Experiences and Plans

Bertil Vilhelmson and Eva Thulin, Department of Human and Economic Geography, University of Gothenburg

The Seasonal Variability of Population in Estonian Municipalities

Rein Ahas, Siiri Silm, University of Tartu, Estonia

Session 5: Vital Events and Health

Wednesday June 15, 11.30 – 17.30

Recent Dutch Fertility Trends at Sub-Regional Level

Alessandra Carioli, Faculty of Spatial Sciences, University of Groningen and Leo van Wissen Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute (NIDI), Faculty of Spatial Sciences, University Groningen

The Diffusion of the New Low-Fertility Pattern from Cities to Suburban Areas in Poland in the Period of Economic Transition

Sławomir Kurek, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland, Milena Lange University of Lodz, Poland

Childbearing and Labor Market: Spatial Dimensions of Fertility Dynamics in Swedish Municipalities

Elena Kotyrlo, Department of Economics, Umeå University

Mortality Differentials in Disadvantaged Areas of Greater Stockholm Area

Diana Corman, Bo Burström, Karolinska Institutet, Dept. of Public Health Sciences, Stockholm.
INDIGENOUS LIFE EXPECTANCY IN SWEDEN 1750-1900: TOWARDS A LONG AND HEALTHY LIFE?
*Lena Karlsson, Centre for Sami Research, CeSam, Umeå University*

THE POTENTIAL OF RELATIONAL MODELS FOR LOCAL ESTIMATES OF DISABILITY
*Alan Marshall, University of Leeds*

THIRD-BIRTH-FERTILITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS – EVIDENCE FROM SWEDEN
*Lotta Persson, Forecast Institute, Population and Welfare Statistics, Statistics Sweden*

THE IMPACT OF FAMILY POLICIES ON THE EVOLUTION OF FEMALE POPULATION FERTILITY IN POST-COMMUNIST ROMANIA
*Martina Istrate and Ionel Muntele, Dep. Of Geography, A.I. Cuza University*

OLD AGE AND HEALTH FROM A LIFE COURSE PERSPECTIVE. THE EFFECT OF EARLY LIFE-CONDITIONS IN NORTHERN SWEDEN DURING THE 19TH CENTURY
*Sören Edvinsson and Göran Broström Center for Population Studies, Umeå University.*

**Session 6:**

Interethnic contact: Understanding the Association between daily interaction in a comparative perspective

*Wednesday June 15, 14.15 – 18.00 and Thursday June 16, 9.00 – 12.45*

*Session organiser: Tiit Tammaru*

THE CHALLENGE OF INDIGENOUS DEMOGRAPHY
*Peter Sköld, Centre for Sami Research, Umeå University*

INTERMARRIAGE IN THE SWEDISH COUNTRYSIDE– A NEW TURN FOR THE RURALS?
*Svante Karlsson and Magnus Strömgren, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University*

LEARNING THROUGH CONTACT? THE EFFECTS ON EARNINGS OF IMMIGRANT EXPOSURE TO NATIVE POPULATION
*Tiit Tammaru, Department of Geography, University of Tartu, Magnus Strömgren, Olof Stjernström, Urban Lindgren, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University*

CHANGE OR CONTINUITY? EVOLUTION OF RESIDENTIAL AND WORKPLACE SEGREGATION IN THE STOCKHOLM METROPOLITAN REGION
*Szymon Marcineczak, Urban Lindgren, Magnus Strömgren, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University, Tiit Tammaru, Department of Geography, University of Tartu*

SCHOOL TRAVEL DISTANCE – CHANGING SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY WITH EQUALITY IMPLICATION
*Eva Andersson, Stockholm University, Dept of Human Geography John Öst, Uppsala University, Social and Economic Geography dept, Bo Malmberg, Stockholm University, Dept of Human Geography*

SECOND GENERATION MIGRANTS IN SWEDEN
*Lena Lundkvist and Karin Lundström, Statistics Sweden*

EVOLUTION OF ETHNIC DIFFERENCE IN HOUSING CONDITIONS IN TARTU, ESTONIA, SINCE THE DEMISE OF THE SOVIET UNION
*Daniel B. Hess, School of Architecture and Planning, University at Buffalo, State University of New York, USA, Tiit Tammaru and Kadri Leetmaa Institute of Geography, University of Tartu, ESTONIA*

MIGRANT COMMUNITIES AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN EUROPEAN NEIGHBOURHOODS
*David Owen, Institute for Employment Research, University of Warwick, Coventry, UK*

THE INTERNATIONAL MIGRATORY NETWORKS OF THE POPULATION OF MOLDAVIA (ROMANIA) – QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS
*Andreea Dimitru and Radu Dimitru, Univ. Al.I, Lasi*

ENGLISH LANGUAGE FLUENCY AMONG ISRAELI IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1980-2000
*Uzi Rebhun, Division of Jewish Demography & Statistics, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem*

CONTINUITY AND CHANGES IN THE ETHNIC STRUCTURE OF POPULATION OF THE SOUTHERN BESSARABIA
*Dorin Lozovanu, Ionel Muntele, Faculty of Geography and Geology, University “Al. I. Cuza”, Iasi, Romania*

SEGREGATION AND DESEGREGATION OF ETHNIC GROUPS IN THE POST-SOVIET CONTEXT OF TARTU, ESTONIA
*Kadri Leetma, Hess D., Tammaru T., and Metspalu P. University of Tartu, Estonia*

DEVELOPING TRANSNATIONAL SOCIAL SPACE BETWEEN LATVIA AND SWEDEN
*Elina Apsite, University of Latvia, Emma Lundholm, and Olof Stjernström, Umeå University*

CO-PRESENCE AS MEASURE OF ETHNIC SEGREGATION
*Rein Ahas, Siiri Silm and Ott Toomet, University of Tartu*
Session 7: Population ageing

Wednesday June 15, 16.30 -18.00 and Thursday June 16, 9.00-15.00
Session organiser: Emma Lundholm

MICRO-LEVEL PARAMETERS OF LATER-LIFE MIGRATION IN GERMANY
Melanie Kappler, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Institute of Geographie und Geoecology

CHALLENGES OF LIFE IN RURAL AREAS FOR THE ELDERLY - A CASE STUDY FROM EAST GERMANY
Elke Gole, Helmut Schmidt University, University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg

DETERMINANTS OF POPULATION AGEING IN SMALL AREAS OF UK AND POLAND
Nigel Walford, Kingston University London, UK, Sławomir Kurek, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland

POPULATION AGEING IN THE EU COUNTRIES: PROJECTED IMPACT ON PENSIONS (UP TO 2050) FROM A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Fernando Gil-Alonso, University of Barcelona, Human Geography Department

EAST GERMAN SUBURBIA BETWEEN AGEING AND RESIDENTIAL REDISTRIBUTION
Klaus Friedrich, Dep. of Geosciences and Geography, Martin-Luther-Universität

LONG-TERM IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON POPULATION AGEING IN THE REGIONS OF EUROPE
Dorota Kupiszewska and Marek Kupiszewski, Central European Forum for Migration and Population Research (CEFMR)

RETIRED IN MIGRATION OF THE BABY BOOMERS IN AUSTRALIA: BEACH, BUSH OR BUSTED?
Nikola Sander, Vienna Institute of Demography of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, Wittgenstein Centre for Demography and Global Human Capital, Vienna, Austria and Martin Bell, Queensland Centre for Population Research, School of Geography, Planning and Environmental Management, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia

AGEING POPULATIONS IN THE EAST OF ENGLAND: THE RESPONSE FROM THE SPATIAL PLANNING SYSTEM
Ann Hockey, Department of the Built Environment, Anglia Ruskin University, UK

HEALTHY SENIORS’ EVERYDAY LIFE – A TIME GEOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE ON OCCUPATIONAL ENGAGEMENT
Ingeborg Nilsson, Umeå University, Department of Community Medicine and Rehabilitation, Occupational therapy and Ageing and Living Conditions Programme (ALC), Sweden and Alison Wicks, University of Wollongong, Australasian Occupational Science Centre, Centre for Health Service Development, Australia

RETURN TO WHERE? THE GEOGRAPHY OF ELDERLY RETURN MIGRATION IN SWEDEN
Emma Lundholm, Centre for Population Studies, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University

PERSISTENCE PREFERRED – ON FUTURE RESIDENTIAL (IM)MOBILITY AMONG THE GENERATION 50PLUS
Caroline Kramer, KIT/ Karlsruher Institute of Technology, Institute of Geography and Geoecology II, Carmella Pfaffenbach, RWTH Aachen-University, Cultural Geography Department

AGEOGRAPHICAL PROXIMITY AND INTERGENERATIONAL CONTACTS
Anna Hjälm, Centre for population Studies, Umeå University

Session 8: Mobilities and difference

Thursday June 16, 9.00 - 16.00 and Friday June 17, 9.50-11.20
Session organiser: Allan Findlay

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MARKET RECRUITMENT PROCESSES, CONSTRUCTING DIFFERENCE IN RURAL LABOUR MARKETS
David McCollum and Allan Findlay Geography, School of the Environment, University of Dundee, Dundee, UK

IN-MIGRATION AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC "CHURN" IN SMALL AREAS OF MID-WALES OVER RECENT DECADES
Nigel S Walford, Centre for Earth and Environmental Sciences Research, School of Geography, Geology and the Environment, Kingston University

SPATIAL MOBILITY AND THE ROLE OF SOCIAL CAPITAL IN ACHIEVING GREATER INTEGRATION
Robert Macpherson, Department of Geography and Environmental Science, University of Dundee

REPRESENTATIONS OF UNSEEN GROUNDS - ARTICULATIONS OF PLACE, CLASS, ETHNICITY AND GENDER
Madeleine Eriksson, Dept. Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University

PERCEPTIONS OF "WORLD CLASS" STUDY AMONG INTERNATIONALLY DEGREE-MOBILE BRITISH STUDENTS
Alistair Geddes, Allan Findlay, Centre for Applied Population Research, University of Dundee Ron Skeldon, Alexandra Stam, Centre for Migration Research, University of Sussex

MIGRATION INTENTIONS - THE CASE OF WEST AFRICAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Etienne Piguet, University of Neuchatel – Switzerland

THE “YEAR ABROAD” AND ITS MOBILITY IMPLICATIONS
Lotta Frändberg, Department of Human and Economic Geography, University of Gothenburg
DEMOGRAPHIC RESPONSES TO COLONIZATION: MIGRATION AND MORTALITY AMONG THE INDIGENOUS POPULATION IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY NORTHERN SWEDEN
Lotta Vikström, Centre for Population Studies, Umeå University

SPATIAL DISPARITIES AND RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION UNDER CONDITIONS OF AN AGEING AND SHRINKING POPULATION
Frank Swiaczny, Federal Institute for Population Studies, Wiesbaden, Germany

CHANGING PATTERNS OF INTER-PROVINCIAL MIGRATION UNDER INCREASING MOBILITY IN CHINA 1985-2005
Jianfa Shen, Department of Geography and Resource Management, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

HOW DOES MIGRATION FLOW CONTRIBUTE TO STRUCTURAL SPATIAL CHANGE?
A Kinces and M Redei (Budapest, Hungary)

TRANSLOCAL RURALISM: POTENTIAL DYNAMICS AND SHIFTING SPATIAL HIERARCHIES IN A REMOTE LOCAL LABOUR MARKET
Charlotta Hedberg, Department of Human Geography, Stockholm University

THE RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS OF LGBQ PEOPLE
Thomas Wimark, Stockholm University and John Östh, Uppsala University

DOES HEIGHT MAKE A DIFFERENCE? THE INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION TOWARDS PLAINS AND MOUNTAINS OF THE ITALIAN ALPINE AREA
Patrizia Farina, Stefania Rimoldi, Dpt. Statistics, University of Milano Bicocca Milan, Italy

Session 9: Population and transnational migration
Thursday June 16, 9.00 - 12.45
Session organiser: Erika Sörensson

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION: CHANGING THE SWEDISH COUNTRYSIDE?
Charlotta Hedberg and Karen Haandrikman, Department of Human Geography, Stockholm University

TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION AS A CONCEPT OF LIFE DURING RETIREMENT - THE CASE OF ELDERLY MIGRANTS OF TURKISH ORIGIN IN GERMANY
Natalia Zenk, RWTH Aachen University

HIGHLY-SKILLED NIGERIANS AS TRANSNATIONAL MIGRANTS
Melanie Mbah, Institute of Geography and Geology Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES OF MIGRATION AND EFFECTS ON HEALTH: A NICARAGUAN CASE STUDY
Cecilia Gustafsson, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University

CIRCULATION AND INTERNATIONAL CIRCULAR MIGRANTS IN HUNGARY
Illes Sándor, HCSD Demographic Research Institute, Budapest, Hungary, VÉGH, Katalin, Kodolányi János University of Applied Sciences, Székesfehérvár, Hungary

WILL THE ETHNOMIGRANTS RETURN? EMIGRATION AND RETURN MIGRATION OF ESTONIAN RUSSOPHONES
Kristi Anniste and Tiit Tammaru, Department of Geography, University of Tartu

I LEARNED IN SCHOOL THAT HOLLAND WAS FIVE METRES BELOW SEA LEVEL - I COULDN'T BELIEVE THAT PEOPLE WANTED TO LIVE THERE
Erika Sörensson, Umeå Centre for Gender Studies, Umeå University

Session 10: Life course analysis
Thursday June 16, 9.00 - 11.00

TIME-SPACE EVOLUTION OF FAMILY NETWORKS - ANALYSIS OF SWEDISH REGISTER DATA
Ingrid Svensson, Xavier de Luna, Emma Lundholm and Gunnar Malmberg, ALC, Centre for Population Studies, Umeå University

THE IMPORTANCE OF STRESSFUL EVENTS DURING CHILDHOOD ON ADULT LABOUR MARKET OUTCOME
Mats Borrie, Frida Ohlsson Skog, Karina Nilsson, Urban Lindgren, Umeå University

DOES FAMILY ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE ON CHILDREN’S EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT? A STUDY FROM NFHS-3, INDIA
Sanjit Sarkar and Puspita Datta, International Institute for Population Sciences, Mumbai, India

POPULATION DECLINE IN “EEMSDELTA”: A LIFE COURSE PERSPECTIVE
Hans Elshof, University of Groningen, L.J.G. van Wissen, NIDI (Dutch Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute)

Session 11: Internal migration in a changing world
Thursday June 16, 9.00 - 16.00 and Friday June 17, 9.50 - 10.50
Session organizers: Darren Smith and Nissa Finney

IT’S NOT JUST THE ECONOMY: DECLINING MIGRATION AND THE RISE OF SECULAR ROOTEDNESS
Thomas J. Cooke, Department of Geography, University of Connecticut
INTERNAL MIGRATION AND URBAN EVOLUTION IN RUSSIA
Timothy Heleniak, Department of Geography, University of Maryland

ANNUAL SUB-NATIONAL MIGRATION ESTIMATES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Nik Lomax, Paul Norman, Phil Rees and John Stillwell School of Geography, University of Leeds

INTER-PROVINCIAL MOBILITY OF YOUNG ITALIAN CITIZENS BETWEEN CHOICE AND NECESSITY
Frank Heins, IRPPS-CNR, Rome; Fabio Massimo, Corrado Bonifazi, IRPPS-CNR, Rome; Italy, Cinzia Conti, ISTAT, Rome; Italy, Rottino, ISTAT, Rome; Italy, Massimo Strozza, ISTAT, Rome; Italy, Enrico Tucci, ISTAT, Rome; Italy, Salvatore Strozza, University of Naples and IRPPS-CNR, Rome, Italy

THE NEW GEOGRAPHIES OF YOUTH MIGRATION
Darren Smith, Jo Sage and Phil Hubbard, Loughborough University

FUELLING DISPLACEMENT AND LABOUR MARKET SEGMENTATION? A LOCAL STUDY OF STUDENT AND MIGRANT EMPLOYMENT AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LESS SKILLED PEOPLE
Anne Green, Gaby Atfield and Kate Purcell, Institute for Employment Research, University of Warwick, Coventry, UK

ITALY: LOW INTERNAL MOBILITY IN TIMES OF HIGH IMMIGRATION
Frank Heins, IRPPS-CNR, Rome; Italy, Enrico Tucci, ISTAT, Rome; Italy

ETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN NORMS OF STUDENT MIGRATION IN BRITAIN
Nissa Finney, University of Manchester

COMMUTER’S MOBILITY
Siv Schéele, University of Stockholm, Demographic Unit

MULTIPLE ADDRESS CHANGES IN NORTHERN IRELAND: WHO MOVES MOST OFTEN?
Ian Shuttleworth, Myles Gould, and Paul Barr

LATIN-AMERICAN’S INTERNAL MIGRATION SPATIAL PATTERNS IN SPAIN: FROM ECONOMIC BOOM TO CRISIS
Fernando Gil-Alonso, Jordi Bayona-i-Carrasco, Human Geography Department, University of Barcelona

RELATIONS BETWEEN INTERNAL MIGRATION AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS IN GERMANY: DOES SELF-EMPLOYMENT MAKE PEOPLE IMMOBILE?
Dajia Reuschke, University of St Andrews

UNDERSTANDING A DECADE OF INTERNAL MIGRATION IN BRITAIN AT THE START OF THE 21ST CENTURY – FROM SPATIAL INTERACTION TO LIFE COURSE EXPLANATIONS
Adam Dennett, University College London

Session 12: Population data
Thursday June 16, 14.00 – 16.00 and Friday June 17, 9.50 – 10.50

CAPTURING FLUX: TOWARDS THE SYSTEMATIC ESTIMATION OF TEMPORARY POPULATIONS.
Elin Charles-Edwards and Martin Bell, Queensland Centre for Population Research The University of Queensland

SCENARIOS FOR THE POPULATIONS OF EUROPE, ITS COUNTRIES AND REGIONS, 2005-2050
Philip Rees, School of Geography, University of Leeds, Leeds

ANY NUMBER WILL DO? SEARCHING FOR INFORMATION ON ORPHANS IN EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA
Doris Schmied, University of Bayreuth, Germany

MALARIA INFECTION AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CONDITIONS FOR WOMEN IN NIGERIA
Femi Tinuola, Population Health, Department of Sociology, Kogi State University, Anyigba, Nigeria

NEW DISCLOSURE THREATS IN CENSUS INTERACTION DATA
Oliver Duke Williams, School of Geography, University of Leeds

ASSESSING THE ACCURACY OF ADDRESS INFORMATION PROVIDED BY HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS: THE EXAMPLE OF THE BSO IN NORTHERN IRELAND
Ian Shuttleworth, Queens University Belfast

Session 13: Methods for the analysis of time and space
Thursday June 16, 14.00 – 16.00

LIFETIME EARNINGS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF PARENTS, LIVING PLACES, EDUCATION, FAMILY AND WORK CAREER
Peter Linder, Department of Geography, Umeå University

THE FORECAST ACCURACY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA POPULATION PROJECTIONS: A CASE STUDY OF QUEENSLAND
Tom Wilson and Francisco Rowe, The University of Queensland

THE SECOND DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION. A METHODOLOGICAL COMPETITION BETWEEN TRANSVERSAL AND LONGITUDINAL DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Daniel Tudora, Geography Faculty, Iasi, Romania
Session 14: International mobility
Thursday June 16, 14.00 – 16.00 and Friday June 17, 9.50 – 11.20

THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION
Nikola Sander, Vienna Institute of Demography of the Austrian Academy of Sciences Wittgenstein Centre for Demography and Global Human Capital Vienna, Austria

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION IN POLAND
Potrykowska Alina, The Government Population Council of Poland, Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of Sciences Warsaw, Poland

LEISURE PROPERTY MEDIATION: MEDIATOR ROLES AND FUNCTIONS IN THE INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY SECTOR
Ulrika Åkerlund, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Umeå University

DUTCH MIGRANTS AND THE “GOOD LIFE” IN CENTRAL SWEDEN
Marco Eimermann, Centre for Urban and Regional Studies (CUReS), Örebro University, Sweden

SOME YEARS IN THE SUN? TO WHAT EXTENT DO EMIGRATED RETIRED SWEDES LATER IN LIFE RETURN TO SWEDEN AND WHY?
Einar Holm and Sture Öberg

HOW TIME ELAPSED SINCE THE DAY OF IMMIGRATION AFFECTS THE PROPENSITY TO RE-EMIGRATE
Christian Skarman, Statistics Sweden

THE CHANGING PROFILE OF LATVIAN MIGRANTS DURING RECESSION
Māris Bērziņš, Zaiga Krišjāne, and Elīna Apsīte, University of Latvia, Department of Human Geography

Session 15: Regional population dynamics
Friday June 17, 9.50 – 11.20

BETWEEN SURVIVAL AND SUCCESS: RECENT DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS IN RURAL SPAIN
Dolores Sánchez-Aguilera, University of Barcelona

REGIONAL CONVERGENCE IN DEMOGRAPHIC DYNAMICS IN ALBANIA: DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSES TO TRANSITION AND INDUCED EFFECTS
Mathias Lerch, Institut d’études démographiques et du parcours de vie, Université de Genève

THE HETEROGENEITY OF THE POPULATION IN MUNICIPALITIES OF GREECE, A SPATIAL APPROACH
Byron Kotzamanis, University of Thessaly, Laboratory of Demographic and Social Analyses, Anastasia Kostaki Athens University of Economics and business, Dept of Statistics